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The Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural
History (SACON) brings out the third issue of
SAROVAR SAURABH (volume-4), an ENVIS
Newsletter on wetland ecosystems, sponsored by the
Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of
India. The major goal of the Newsletter is to share
information about wetlands with various users and,
to highlight conservation issues of relevance to
wetland community of professionals, managers,
environmentalists and other stakeholders.
This newsletter deals with exclusive report on the
World Wetland Day celebration at Hyderabad (2nd
February 2008) and important news clipping on
wetlands. It is again hoped that stakeholders in
wetland conservation and all other ENVIS centres can
make use of these information effectively to create
public awareness for further wetland conservation.
To make this effort worth while, the editorial team
of SAROVAR SAURABH seeks active participation of
its readers in terms of providing information, news,
views, photographs and articles on issues of wetland
conservation. To make the newsletter a truly effective
forum for all wetland conservation related issues of
the country, feedback and contributions from scientific
communities and research groups are highly
appreciated.

Pelicans and Painted Storks resting on top
of the tree, Kolleru Lake

Sarovar Saurabh

“Healthy Wetlands - Healthy People”
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World Wetlands Day Celebration in Hyderabad, India on
2nd February 2008
Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural Hisotry (SACON)
Deccan Regional Station, Hyderabad
Introduction
The Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology &
Natural History (SACON), Deccan Regional
Station, Hyderabad, as a part of its Environmntal
Information System (ENVIS) activites, celebrated
World Wetlands Day on 2nd February 2008 at the
famous Hussain Sagar Lake of Hyderabad. More
than 150 school children and several academicians,
scientists, policy makers from a number of
organizations took part in the event. This event was
celebrated in collaboration with several
organizations, Budhha Purnima Project Authority
(BPPA) of the Hyderabad Urban Development
Authority (HUDA), Centre for Environment
Education, World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
India, Hyderabad chapter, and Geological Survey
of India (GSI).
Wetlands are among the least protected
ecosystems in developing countries, and India is
particularly vulnerable to their degradation and loss.
There are thousands of lakes, ponds, marshes,
lagoons, estuaries, backwaters and mangrove
swamps that are vital to the country’s water needs,
food production and biodiversity, but
environmental policy has largely failed to
acknowledge their contribution.
The morning started with the bird watching
programmes with school children at Sanjivaiah Park
which lies within the Hussain Sagar Lake limit.
More than 150 school children from six schools (UH
Campus school; St. Paul’s High School; Oxford
Grammar school; Army school; Nasr school;
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavans school) were present at
the event. Batches of 25 students each were guided
by WWF staff and volunteers on this nature trail
within the park where they observed not only
different aquatic and woodland birds, plants, but
also learnt about food habits and migration in birds
but also water pollution, and the methodology for
lake restoration.
In the second session, the children were
re-grouped and given training on usefulness of Open
Source softwares in biodiversity conservation.
The basic training on Geographical Information
System (GIS) software – OpenJump and Global
Positioning System (GPS) were given. The motto
behind the awareness of free and open source
software is to educate and activate the students of
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mapping and monitoring the wetlands of their own
surroundings using GIS facilities. SACON and GSI
people showed a demonstration programme to the
school children. Later, it was followed by a painting
competition for the school children on theme
“Healthy Wetlands – Healthy People” organized by
Andhra Pradesh Biodiversity Board (APBB).
The children’s programme was followed by an official function commemorating World Wetlands Day.
Mr. D. Sudhir Reddy, Chairman, HUDA, Dr. S. N.
Prasad, Head, SACON, Ms. Farida Tampal, State
Director, APSO, Mr. V. B. Ramanamurthy, member-secretary, APBB were also presented for this
programme. All delivered their talk about the importance of wetlands and the role wetlands can play
to mitigate several problems. Representatives from
other NGOs including Centre for Environment
Education (CEE), National Green Corps (NGC),
Society for Awareness and Vision on Environment (SAVE), and Birdwatcher Society of Andhra
Pradesh (BSAP) were also present on the occasion.
The programme culminated with a pledge to protect wetlands taken by all guests, officers and students present on the occasion.
“Let’s work together to spread the awareness to make
our wetlands healthy and wealthy for the betterment
of our environment and society”
About SACON’s initiatives to conserve the
wetlands
SACON is one of the centres of excellence of the
Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF),
Government of India. SACON’s mission is “To help
conserve India’s biodiversity and its sustainable
use through research, education and peoples’
participation with birds at the centre stage”. The
scientific staffs are organized into the division of
Avian Ecology, Wetland Ecology, Terrestrial
Ecology, Ecotoxicology, Environmental Impact
Assessment, and Conservation Biology. The
Environmental Information system (ENVIS)
Centre on wetland ecosystems has been established
at the SACON, Coimbatore supported by the MoEF,
Government of India to facilitate generation and
dissemination of information on various facets of
wetland ecosystems.
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The Centre will work towards fulfillment of the
following objectives:  Database creation on Wetland Ecosystems to
be added on website with regional language
interface.
 To establish and operate a distributed
clearinghouse to answer and channel queries
related to the allocated subject.

To establish linkages with information users,
carriers and providers from government,
academic, business and Non-Governmental
Organizations including that with ENVIS.


Identification of information/data gaps in
the specified subject areas and action taken to fill
these gaps.

School Children attending the WWD function



Publication of ENVIS newsletters for
dissemination of wetland Information.


For further information on wetlands of India, please
visit our site (http://www.wetlandsofindia.org/)

Explanation of wise use of
wetlands by wetland experts

Wetlands Day Celebration at
Hussain Sagar Lake, Hyderabad

Open Source software training
for school teachers

Also please visit: www.ramsar.org/wwd/8/wwd2008_rpts_india_sacon.pdf
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Important News Clippings
Impact of climate change imminent in Kerala
Dry spell during the monsoon season and heavy
rains in the summer seasons are not unfamiliar to
the land mass in Kerala. These phenomena are part
of the climate changes taking place across the world.
The WTO Cell of Department of Agriculture and
Kerala Agricultural University undertook a study
on the impact of the climate change in Kerala. The
team had based its studies on the findings of
various scientific bodies in the past, apart from
conducting their own research.
Kerala experienced decline in annual and
monsoon rainfall and an increase in temperature
during the past decades. The mean annual
maximum temperature over Kerala has risen by 0.8
degree centigrade, the minimum temperature by 0.2
degree Celsius and the average by 0.5 degree
centigrade between 1961 and 2003 as per the study
taken up by the India Meteorological Department.
The maximum temperature shot up to 40 degree
centigrade in Palakkad during February and March
2004 and the highest of 41 degree centigrade was
noticed on April 26, 1950. The year 1987 was the
warmest year over Kerala, according to the study.
The 1990s were the warmest years over the globe
while 1981-90 was the driest decade over Kerala.
The monsoon behaviour in 2007 was totally different
from previous years. Heavy rains were noticed from
June to September and it led to floods in low lying
areas. In contrast, severe summer droughts were
noticed in 1983 and 2004 during which the surface
water resources became scarce, led to hydrological
drought and the State’s economy was hit very badly.
The wetlands or paddy lands in Kerala are the
rich water source during summer and act as sink
during the rainy season. Such wetlands have been
declining very fast. It was 7.53 lakh hectare in Kerala
in 1961-62 and 2.76 lakh hectares in 2005-06. The
decrease in wetlands might be one of the reasons
for frequent floods and droughts in recent years. The
drought during summer 2004 over Kerala led to
increase in maximum temperature of 1-3 degree
Celsius during February and March and
thermo-sensitive crops such as black pepper, cocoa
and cardamom across the high ranges and several
other perennial crops in the State suffered to a large
extent. The groundwater is found to be depleting at
a faster rate than that of its recharge mainly owing
to decline in rainfall, overuse of water for irrigation,
deforestation, riverbed sand-mining, decline in
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wetland area and disappearance of lakes and ponds
in recent times.
Some of the above factors also led to the drying
up of open and surface wells. Silting over a period
of time also led to less water storage capacity in
existing major reservoirs and surface wells. These
factors lead to impending disaster in the form of
severe water scarcity and saline water intrusion
along the coastal areas. The saline water intrusion
was not there when traditional fresh water lakes
were built in wetlands. Destruction of fresh water
lakes or conversion of wetlands aggravated the
scarcity of fresh water, especially in deficit rainfall
years during the summer in places such as Kuttanad
and Palakkad. The forest cover over Kerala declined
from 70 per cent to 24 per cent over a period of 150
years. The main causes of forest fires are lightning,
self-combustion and man-made. Out of these,
lightning is the major cause of forest fires. The
National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan
reported that India has lost over half of its forest
cover, 40 per cent of its mangroves and a significant
part of its wetlands in the last couple of centuries.
(Source: The Hindu, 2007)

Wetlands and climate change
Climate change poses a threat to all ecosystems.
In the case of the wetland ecosystem, not only will
the water bodies and their economic benefits be lost;
they could directly contribute to climate change by
releasing a large amount of trapped greenhouse
gases. That assessment from scientists taking part
in the Eighth Wetlands Conference held in Brazil
by INTECOL, the International Association for Ecology, will hopefully stir governments into action. It
is vital that they r ecognise the gravity of the
problem and act to stop the degradation, draining,
and land-filling of wetlands. The volume of
greenhouse gases sequestered by wetlands is
immense. Although they occupy only six per cent
of the land area worldwide, and have suffered
sharp declines over the past hundred years,
scientific estimates say marshes, river floodplains,
lagoons, swamps, and other water bodies store
almost the equivalent of the current atmospheric
carbon levels within water and slow-decaying
vegetation. Moreover, freshwater wetlands are a
repository of biodiversity, upon which many
external species depend. The developing world,
unlike the west, has managed to retain many vast
historic wetlands. But most countries, including
India, have failed to preserve their integrity.
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The effort to curb industrial pollution, fertilizer and
pesticide run-off from intensive agriculture,
encroachment, and the dumping of municipal waste
has been too feeble to make any visible change.
The conservation of India’s wetlands requires a
strategy and action plan that will restore their health
over the next decade. An exhaustive study by the
Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology and Natural
History in 2004 identified 655 inland wetlands
worthy of priority conservation action. Their
importance cannot be overstated, now that their
role as carbon sinks is evident. Preserving them is a
low-cost mitigation option compared with extensive
future restoration. Far-sighted action can save the
country the costs that the developed world incurs
on restoring and creating artificial wetlands. There
is an urgent need to protect wetlands using
stronger land use laws. State and local governments
must enforce the laws unflinchingly. There is also a
case for the mandatory creation of water bodies as
a part of large real estate projects. Such measures
will ensure not just aesthetic and recreational
values for people but well-known ecosystem services
such as flood control, water security, nutrient
recycling, and preservation of biodiversity. It is
increasingly clear that wetlands have a key role to
play in slowing down climate change. Now is the
time for serious action to protect them.
(Source: The Hindu, 2008)

Wetlands and climate change
The Kadalundi-Vallikkunnu community reserve,
the first initiative of the State Forest Department to
undertake nature conservation with people’s
participation, will come into being on Thursday.
Forest Minister Benoy Viswom will confer the
status of community reserve on 150 acres spread
across Kadalundi and Vallikunnu grama
panchayats at a function near Kottakkadavu bridge,
near Kadalundi. Kadalundi is in Kozhikode district
and Vallikunnu in Malappuram. The grama
panchayats of Kadalundi and Vallikunnu had
sought community reserve status for the region near
Kadalundi-Vallikkunu estuary. In a community
reserve, there will be programmes to provide
protection to the flora and fauna as well as cultural
and heritage structures of the locality. These will be
taken up with community participation. Only places
that have not been declared a reserve forest or a
wildlife sanctuary are given community reserve
status, P.K. Sreevalsan, Assistant Forest
Conservator, social forestry extension, in Kozhikode
said on Monday.
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The protection, maintenance and management of
Kadalundi-Vallikunnu community reserve will be
vested with a six-member community reserve
management committee that will be appointed by
the government. Five members of the panel will be
nominees of the grama panchayats and the sixth
an official of the Forest Department. The committee
will elect a president who will also be the honorary
wildlife warden. The community reserve status does
not change the ownership pattern of private land
holdings. There will not be any change in land use
pattern either. Change in land use pattern can be
made with the approval of the government.
However, such changes have to be recommended
by the management committee. The management
committee will have the authority to introduce
controls on entry into the community reserve.
(Source: The Hindu, 2007)

Estuary declared community reserve
The Kadalundi-Vallikunnu estuary area was
declared a community reserve by Forest Minister
Benoy Viswom at a function at Kottakkadavu
Junction on Thursday. The move will help protect
150 hectares of the estuary area. The Minister noted
that this was the first community reserve in the State.
(An area is declared as community reserve by the
State Government for protecting flora and fauna,
traditional or cultural heritage or values in the
interests of an individual or society, in areas where
there is no wildlife protection centre). The reserve
will be managed by a committee comprising
representatives from Kadalundi and Vallikunnu
grama panchayats. He expressed hope that the
people of these two panchayats would create a
model for others to emulate in management of
community reserve.

Birds’ haven
The importance of the estuary as a wintering
ground for migratory birds has been highlighted
since the early 1980s, when bird-watchers started
visiting the area. Studies have showed that the estuary
supported a rich avifauna, with 108
species
recorded. Species such as the grey plover, Terek sandpiper, bar-tailed godwit, Temminck’s
stint, eastern knot, crab plover, sandwich tern,
masked booby and barheaded goose observed at
Kadalundi are either new additions to the Kerala
bird list or those recorded sparingly.
Interferences
Presently the estuary is subjected to many biotic
interferences like notably fishing, collection of oysters
and mussels, defoliation of tidal marsh, mining of
sand and lime and retting of coconut husk.
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Mr. Viswom said that this government would be
remembered as one that had protected the
mountains, rivers and forests of the State for
posterity. Also, one of the ten best things that this
LDF Government did was to declare the Silent Valley
Buffer Zone, the Minister said. Industries Minister
Elamaram Karim, who presided over the function,
said that the Munnar eviction drive was part of the
LDF government’s policy to sternly deal with
encroachers into government land. The declaration
of Silent Valley buffer zone was also meant to curb
encroachments. Mr. Karim said that some ‘fake’
NGOs were using environment protection as a garb
to attack the government. He denounced the
‘campaign’ unleashed against Mr. Viswom for
taking steps against sandalwood mafia and looting
of forests.
(Source: The Hindu, 2007)

Scientists see threat to mangrove forest
Composition of plant species in the mangrove
forest of Bhitarkanika, one of the richest assemblages
of mangroves in India, is undergoing slow change
due to slight change in salinity over the last few
decades. Scientists and environmentalists have
expressed concerns that if fresh water flows are
severely restricted to the Bhitarkanika, the mangrove
forest, which is a vital barrier to sea incursion, could
get wiped out.
A study jointly taken up by Institute of Minerals
and Materials Technology (IMMT) and Spatial
Planning and Analysis Research Centre Private
Limited (SPARC) on ‘effect of reduced water flow
through Brahmani-Baitarani river system on the
mangrove population of Bhitarkanika estuary,’
called for early estimation of minimum volume of
water needed for sustenance of this crucial
ecological barrier. Experts especially assessed the
impact due to change water flow regime into the
region before and after the construction of the
Rengali dam in 1985. According to study, during
the pre-Rengali dam period, the flow at delta head
was 19,514 million cubic metres while the current
flow has come down to 17,380 million cubic metres
without any irrigation diversion in the Rengali
command area. However, the flow is likely to reduce
to 14,000 million cubic metres by 2025 when full
irrigation potential of Rengali would be utilised.
Mangrove species are sustained by a suitable
combination of fresh and saline water while the
desirable salinity requirement for the most species
is 10 to 20 parts per thousand (PPT) for sustenance
and healthy growth. However, increase in salinity
had been noticed above the desirable level at some
places. If salinity grows, many plant species would
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suffer from delayed germination and stunted
growth, sometimes leading to morbidity and
mortality even at less than 20 ppt. “The outer
estuarine zone in Habelikati and Gahirmatha had
20-30 ppt salinity favouring species such as Avicenia
marina and Sonneratia alba. The coastal region with
very high salinity has salt bushes,” the study found
out. “The situation Dangamal or further
downstream is changing slowly towards higher
salinity,” it said. According to approximate
estimation, the Rengali dam needs to release at least
500 million cubic metres of fresh water exclusively
for sustaining mangrove forests even in non-monsoon during worst drought years.
(Source: The Hindu, 2008)

Bay of Bengal threatens to wipe off Orissa villages
Chilika lagoon in Orissa is under threat from the
Bay of Bengal which has turned extremely violent
in the last several months. Two weeks ago a vicious
tide that inundated several villages created a 400
metre wide new mouth, which is dangerously close
to the artificial mouth dug by the Chilika
Development Authority 8 years ago to tackle the
falling salinity level in the lagoon. Locals now fear
the sea will gobble up not only the embankment that
separates Chilika from the sea but also villages
situated on the banks of the lake. There are fears
that the two mouths which have been widening
every day will merge and once that happens four
villages will be wiped out.
The state government says it can take action only
after it receives expert advice. Naveen Patnaik, Chief
Minister, Orissa said, “As far as sea erosion is concerned in the Chilika area and in other parts of our
coastline, experts and scientists are looking at the
problem thoroughly and we will do something about
all these matters.” Green activists blame the change
on sea behaviour and growing human intervention.
Biswajit Mohanty, environmentalist said, “I would
rather hesitate to dub it as a consequence of global
warming, there could be multiple causes. In fact a
detailed study is required to find out the causes. We
have made a lot of human interventions in the
coastal zones in the last two to three decades and
this could be one of the causes.” Violent waves have
already damaged parts of Puri and Gopalpur
beaches and the threat continues. A team of experts
from IIT, Chennai is visiting Orissa next week to
study why beach erosion has assumed serious proportions across the 480 km long Orissa coast in the
last two years.
(Source: http://www.ndtv.com/convergence/ndtv/
story.aspx?id=NEWEN20080061640) 15 august08
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